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An enhanced robust optimal design method dealing with both property and material uncertainties is established in this paper.
The method is applied to the robust optimal design of fiber-reinforced composite cylinder with reinforced composite patches
and metallic liner subjected to uniform pressure and local loadings. Instead of the traditional numerical approach, modified
constraints are used to analytically solve the antioptimization subproblem by a maximizing procedure in the developed method,
consequently the computation time for robust optimal design problem can be significantly reduced. The effectiveness and accuracy
of the developed method are verified by a degenerated example. Analysis result shows the optimal weight increases significantly
with property and material uncertainties as expected. It is also found that the optimal thickness of metallic liner is affected by the
utilized design rules of metallic liner. For plastic design, the thickness of metallic liner should be kept as small as possible for a
minimal weight optimal design provided that manufacturing and nonleakage constraints can be met. On the contrary the optimal
thickness of metallic liner depends on the relative ratio of allowable strain of metallic liner and composite material if elastic design
is used.

1. Introduction

The anisotropic behavior of fiber-reinforced composite
structure can be brought into beneficial usage by tailoring
their properties through selection of orientations, thickness,
and ply ratios [1, 2]. This provides the structural designer
with a wide range choice of mechanical properties. Properly
designed filament winding composite cylinders are widely
used for pressure vessels and main sections of hollow-slender
shaped aerospace structures with the main advantage of
lightweight over their metallic counterparts [3, 4]. Being
composed of hoop and helical layers which with the char-
acteristic of unidirectional ply, matrix crack-induced leakage
may occur at a stress level much lower than the ultimate
strength of fiber in filament wound composite pressure vessel
applications. The leakage can be suppressed by the using
of inner rubber liner [5, 6]; however rubber liner has little
contribution to the stiffness and strength of the vessel. Some
studies utilized metallic liner instead of rubber liner to
suppress the leakage of composite cylinder [7–9] since its

elongation is much larger than the composite material, and
its stiffness and strength are much larger than rubber.

The problem of optimal design of composites is to select
the layup arrangement, such as thickness and ply orientation,
so as to achieve the highest performance while satisfying
specified requirements. Due to the uncertainties of material
properties and the variations of ply thickness and orientation
in manufacturing, the practical design properties can be
different from the prediction of designer. Traditionally,
these uncertainties are taken care of via safety factors [1].
However, reliable and efficient safety factors are difficult
to obtain since the requested safety factors change case
by case. Probabilistic optimal method [10–12] and anti-
optimization technique [13–15] are two commonly used
approaches of optimization for problems with uncertainties.
For the former approach, probabilistic analysis techniques
such as Mote Carlo simulation, first-order reliability method,
and probabilistic finite element method have been applied
to evaluate the reliability of composite laminate. Many data
are required for an accurate probabilistic model. Large errors
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can be incurred in the calculation of failure probability
when such data are inaccurate [16]. A two-level optimization
problem is formulated in the traditional anti-optimization
technique [13–15]. At the upper level, design variables for the
best design (optimization sub-problem) are obtained; anti-
optimization (anti-optimization sub-problem) for uncer-
tainties is carried out to seek the worst condition for a
given design at the lower level. Iterations between upper
level and lower level are necessary to obtain the convergent
solution. It is apparent that the antioptimum problem is
time consuming, and its applications are limited to simple
problems with small number of design variables.

Using constraints with sensitivities; that is, uncertainties
are taken into account by adding extra sensitivity terms to
the traditional constraints, an efficient method was proposed
in author’s previous work to easily deal with the robust
optimization problems of composite laminate with design-
variable uncertainties such as ply thickness and ply orienta-
tion [17]. Unlike traditional optimal design problems where
sensitivities are only used to determine the most appropriate
climbing direction in the optimization algorithm, they also
serve as the media to evaluate the effects of uncertainty
in the proposed method. Basically, the proposed method
applies the similar concept of traditional anti-optimization
technique, so the only data needed are lower bounds and
upper bounds of design variables. Besides the advantage
of less data, the proposed method also has the advantage
over traditional anti-optimization technique in that the anti-
optimization sub-problem can be solved analytically rather
than numerically via the use of the modified constraints.

In this paper an enhanced method to deal with both
property (design-variable) uncertainties and material (non-
design-variable) uncertainties is developed. It is utilized
to study the robust optimal designs of fiber-reinforced
composite cylinder with metallic liner subjected to uniform
pressure and local loadings. Reinforced composite patches
[18] are utilized in location where local loading is applied.
The effectiveness and accuracy of proposed method are
verified through simplified case with analytical solution. The
optimal layup of hoop layers, helical layers, and reinforced
patches are analyzed. The effects of ply thickness, orientation,
and material uncertainties under a variety of metal thickness
are investigated, and the effect of two different design
approaches, that is, elastic and plastic designs of metallic
liner, on the optimal design is thoroughly studied.

2. Formulation of the Optimization Problem

For a traditional optimization problem, the basic statements
of optimization problem can be written as follows:

Minimize F
(
�x
)

Objective

Subject to gj
(
�x, �M

)
≤ 0, j = 1 · · ·ng

Inequality constraints

xli ≤ xi ≤ xui i = 1, . . . n

Side constraints,

where �x = {x1, x2 · · · xn} Design variables.

(1)

The objective function F(�x) is the quantity to be mini-
mized. It is a function of the design variables �x. Although it
is a minimizing task, we can easily maximize a function by
minimizing its negative. Side constraints are placed on the
design variables. The inequality constraints are expressed in
a less than or equal to zero form by convention. The objective
and constraints may be either linear or nonlinear functions.

Being a function of design variables (�x) and material

properties ( �M), the Taylor series approximation of inequality
constraint gj for problems with design variable and material

property uncertainties in the neighborhood of �x and �M can
be described as

gj
(
�x + �δx, �M + �δM

)

= gj
(
�x, �M

)
+

n∑

i=1

δxi ∗ Sdji +
m∑

i=1

δMi ∗ Smji

+ higher-order terms,

(2)

where in the above equation, δxi is the uncertainty of design
variable xi, δMi is the uncertainty of material property Mi, Sdji
is the sensitivity of jth inequality constraint gj with respect to
ith design variable xi, and Smji is the sensitivity of jth inequal-
ity constraint gj with respect to ith material property Mi.
Based on our previous work where only property uncertainty
was considered [17], and neglecting high order terms for the
inequality constraints, the optimization problem with both
property and material uncertainties can be formulated as
follows:

Minimize F
(
�x
)

Objective (3)

Subject to gj
(
�x, �M

)
+

n∑

i=1

δxi ∗
∣∣
∣Sdji

∣∣
∣+

m∑

i=1

δMi ∗
∣∣
∣Smji

∣∣
∣≤0,

j = 1, . . . ng Inequality constraints
(4)

xli ≤ xi ≤ xui , i = 1, . . . n Side constraints,
(5)

where �x = {x1, x2 · · · xn} Design variables

δ�x = {δx1, δx2 · · · δxn}
Uncertainties of design variables

δ �M = {δM1, δM2 · · · δMm}
Uncertainties of material properties.

(6)

The absolute values of design variable and material
property sensitivities are used in (4); hence, maximum con-
straints can be found among all the possible combinations
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of design variables and material properties with maximum
uncertainty. Note that each design variable and material
property has two extreme values, the maximum and the
minimum, under the effect of uncertainty. Hence, there are
2n+m extreme combinations for case with n design variables
and m material properties. The left side of (4) is used to
calculate the maximum constraints among the 2n+m cases.

Higher-order terms have been neglected in (4); therefore,
the error due to the neglected terms increases with the
maximum uncertainty. Fortunately, the maximum uncer-
tainties for many engineering problems are small enough for
an accurate approximation of (4). It is noted that design
variables and material properties may change randomly
between lower and upper bounds of uncertainty; hence,
there are infinite combinations of those random design
variables and material properties, and among them there
are 2n+m extreme cases. Under the linear approximation, the
inequality constraints of (4) are the maximum constraints
for any random combinations of design variables and
material properties. Similar to the basic concept of anti-
optimization technique, the uncertainties of design variables
are taken care of by a maximizing procedure. Specifically,
the uncertainties and sensitivities are combined into the
modified constraints. It is more efficient than the anti-
optimization technique since a time-consuming numerical
anti-optimization algorithm must be used in the traditional
anti-optimization technique.

3. Problem Description and Program
Implementation

The geometry of analyzed composite cylinder is shown in
Figure 1. Its length and inner diameter are 2.0 m and 1.0 m,
respectively. The occupied circumferential angles and lengths
of the three reinforced patches (ϕ1,L1), (ϕ2,L2), and (ϕ3,L3)
are (50◦, 0.5 m), (30◦, 0.3 m), and (10◦, 0.125 m). A uniform
inner pressure of 4.9 N/mm2 (load case 1) and local loading
of circumferential force of 9800 N and axial moment of
392 Nm (load case 2) are considered. The local loading
is uniformly distributed in the central 100 mm of patch
3 (circumferential force density 98 N/mm, axial moment
density 3.92 Nm/mm) along axial direction. The two loading
cases are applied on the composite cylinder separately rather
than simultaneously. The extent of patch 1 is chosen so that
almost same value of failure index in the perimeter of patch
1 exists when the cylinder is subjected to the two above-
mentioned loadings separately.

The composite cylinder is composed of SAE4130 inner
liner, T300/N5208 helical and hoop layers, and three rein-
forced patches of T300/Fiberite 934. There are 4 differential
layups in the composite cylinder:

layup at location of patch 3: [Sts/ ± θm1/90m2/
Cn1/Cn2/Cn3],

layup at location of patch 2: [Sts/ ± θm1/90m2/
Cn1/Cn2],

layup at location of patch 1: [Sts/ ± θm1/90m2/Cn1],

layup at other locations [Sts/ ± θm1/90m2].

Detail configuration of reinforced patches (patch 1 ∼ 3)

Side view

Side view

Front view

0.125 m

0.3 m

2 m

0.5 m

0.75m

50◦30◦10◦

∅1 m

Figure 1: Geometry of analyzed composite cylinder.

Where Sts denotes SAE4130 of thickness ts,±θm1 ism1 helical
layers of winding angle θ, and 90m2 is m2 hoop layers, Cn1 is
n1 layers of T300/Fiberite 934 cloth in patch 1,Cn2 is n2 layers
of T300/Fiberite 934 cloth in patch 2, and Cn3 is n3 layers of
T300/Fiberite 934 cloth in patch 3.

The nominal material properties [7] and stiffness uncer-
tainties of T300/N5208 and T300/Fiberite 934 are shown in
Table 1. The stiffness uncertainties, including longitudinal
stiffness, transverse stiffness, and in-plane shear modulus
uncertainties, of T300/N5208 and T300/Fiberite 934 are
assumed to be 10% of their nominal values. The Young’s
modulus, the Poisson ratio, yielding stress, and elongation
of SAE4130 are 196000 N/mm2, 0.32, 980 N/mm2, and 5%
[19]. The nominal ply thicknesses of T300/N5208 and
T300/Fiberite 934 are 0.2 mm; their ply thickness uncer-
tainties are assumed to be 0.02 mm (10% of their nominal
values), and ply-orientation uncertainty of 5◦ is assumed
[20].

The object of the problem is to solve the optimal layups
of composite cylinder with minimal weight for a variety
of thickness of inner liner of SAE4130 subjected to both
uniform pressure and local loadings. The design variables are
the nominal thicknesses (t1 ∼ t5) of helical layer, hoop layer,
patch 1, patch 2, and patch 3 (t1 = 0.2 ∗m1, t2 = 0.2 ∗m2,
t3 = 0.2 ∗ n1, t4 = 0.2 ∗ n2, and t5 = 0.2 ∗ n3), and
the orientation angle of helical winding θ. Maximum strain
failure criterion [7] is used for failure prediction, and the
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Table 1: Mechanical properties of T300/N5208 and T300/Fiberite 934.

Symbol Description T300/N5208 T300/Fiberite 934

E1 Long. stiffness 181000.0± 18100.0 N/mm2 74000.0± 7400.0 N/mm2

E2 Trans. stiffness 10300.0± 1030.0 N/mm2 74000.0± 7400.0 N/mm2

Gs In-plane shear modulus 7170.0± 717.0 N/mm2 4550.0± 455.0 N/mm2

ν12 Long. Poison’s ratio 0.28 0.05

X Long. tensile strength 1500.0 N/mm2 499.0 N/mm2

X′ Long. compression strength 1500.0 N/mm2 352.0 N/mm2

Y Trans. tensile strength 40.0 N/mm2 458.0 N/mm2

Y ′ Trans. compression strength 246.0 N/mm2 352.0 N/mm2

S In-plane shear strength 68.0 N/mm2 46.0 N/mm2

γ Specific weight 1.6 1.5

safety factor must be larger than 1.5 for static and buckling
analyses. The optimization statements are as follows:

Minimize W
(
�x
)

Objective (7)

Subject to 1.5−
⎛

⎝S.F−
6∑

i=1

δxi ∗
∣
∣
∣Sdsi

∣
∣
∣−

6∑

j=1

δMj ∗
∣
∣
∣Sms j

∣
∣
∣

⎞

⎠

≤ 0 Inequality constraints
(8)

1.5−
⎛

⎝Eigen−
6∑

i=1

δxi∗
∣∣
∣Sdei

∣∣
∣−

6∑

j=1

δMi∗
∣∣
∣Sme j

∣∣
∣

⎞

⎠

≤ 0
(9)

− 0 ≤ θ ≤ 90 Side constraints (10)

0.2 ≤ ti ≤ 6.0, (i = 1 ∼ 5) (11)

where �x = (t1, t2, · · · t5, θ) Design variables

δ�x = (0.1t1, 0.1t2, · · · 0.1t5, 50)

Uncertainties of design variables

δ �M = (δE1
1,δE1

2, δG1
12, δE2

1,δE2
2, δG2

12

)

= (18100, 1030, 717, 7400, 7400, 455)

Material property uncertainty of T300/N5208

and T300/Fiberite 934,
(12)

where W : weight (Kg), Eigen: eigenvalue of buckling, S.F:
safety factor (fiber strain failure criterion), Sdei: eigenvalue
sensitivity with respect to design variable i (i = 1 ∼ 6), Sdsi:
sensitivity of safety factor with respect to design variable i
(i = 1 ∼ 6), Smei : sensitivity of eigenvalue with respect to
material property j ( j = 1 ∼ 6), Smsi : sensitivity of safety
factor with respect to material property j ( j = 1 ∼ 6).

The MSC/NASTRAN [20], a general purpose finite ele-
ment code, is used for analysis and optimization. Because the

proposed modified constraints cannot fit the standard form
of constraint in MSC/NASTRAN, extra efforts are needed
for the calculation of the modified constraints [17]. First of
all, dummy FEM (Finite Element) models are constructed
which differ from the real FEM models only in the design
variables or material properties by small amounts. Secondly,
the structural responses such as stress, displacement, natural
frequency, and strain are calculated for each dummy FEM
model and real FEM model. Next, Sdji (the sensitivity of jth
inequality constraint gj with respect to ith design variable
xi) and Smji (the sensitivity of jth inequality constraint gj
with respect to ith material property Mi) are found by the
following equations:

Sdji =
Rd
jd − Rd

jr

dxi

Smji =
Rm
jd − Rm

jr

dMi
,

(13)

where Sdji: sensitivity of constraint gj with respect to design
variable xi, Smji : sensitivity of constraint gj with respect to
material property Mi, dxi: design variable variation between
dummy FEM model and real FEM model, dMi: material
property variation between dummy FEM model and real
FEM model, Rd

jd: response Rj (objective or constraints)

of dummy FEM model with fixed material property, Rd
jr :

response Rj of real FEM model with fixed material prop-
erties, Rm

jd: response Rj of dummy FEM model with fixed
design variables, Rm

jr : response Rj of real FEM model with
fixed design variables.

Forth and the last, the modified constraints are incor-
porated into MSC/NASTRAN by “DEQATN”, an efficient
built-in function of MSC/NASTRAN for equation execution.
After incorporating the modified constraint, the normal
procedures of optimization of MSC/NASTRAN are used
for analysis. Vanderplaats’ modified method of feasible
direction and optimization with respect to approximate
models [20] is used in MSC/NASTRAN. Local optimum is
solved for a prescribed initial design in MSC/NASTRAN. The
numerical global optimization solution is investigated using
MSC/NASTRAN by starting the design task from different
points in the design space.
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Figure 2: FEM model (6008 eight-node composite shell elements).

Table 2: Results of mesh size convergence tests.

Case Maximum displacement Axial stress at inner surface

1 5.7101 mm 583.49 N/mm2

2 5.7102 mm 586.92 N/mm2

3 3.2582 mm 405.52 N/mm2

4 3.2551 mm 409.84 N/mm2

Case 1: coarse mesh (total element number: 6008) subjected to uniform
pressure loading.
Case 2: finer mesh (total element: 24032) subjected to uniform pressure
loading.
Case 3: coarse mesh (total element number: 6008) subjected to local loading.
Case 4: finer mesh (total element: 24032) subjected to local loading.

4. Model Verification

The FEM model is shown in Figure 2; for an accurate
simulation of stress concentration, finer mesh is utilized
in the neighborhood of the reinforced patches. 6008 eight-
node laminate shell elements are used in the FEM model.
In addition to the uniform inner pressure of 4.9 N/mm2,
1225 N/mm (pr/2) axial tensile loading is applied at both
ends of cylinder to simulate the translated loading from aft
and forward dome. The translational and rotational degrees
of freedom of a node at left end of cylinder are fixed to
prevent rigid body motion for the case of uniform pressure
loading, and translational degrees of freedom of nodes at
both ends of cylinder are fixed for local loading case. Mesh
convergence tests for the initial design condition, that is,
ts = 0.5 mm, t1 = t2 = 1.5 mm, t3 = t4 = t5 = 4 mm,
and θ = 30◦, have been performed to verify the accuracy
of the FEM analysis. The FEM meshes of Figure 2 (coarse
mesh) and a finer mesh are used for mesh convergence
tests. The element size of the finer mesh is one-half of the
corresponding coarse mesh (the total number of element
used for the finer mesh is 24032). Table 2 shows the results of
mesh convergence tests. The differences between coarse and
finer mesh in displacement and stress are small enough to
assure the accuracy of the FEM analysis.

A degenerated simple case without metal liner subjected
to uniform pressure loading p was used to verify the accuracy
of the numerical simulation. Netting analysis [21] that
neglects the minor contribution of matrix is a frequently
used approximate analytical method for filament wound
composite cylinder. The analytical optimal fiber stress in

both helical layer and hoop layer is 1.5 pr/t (r and t are radius
and thickness of cylinder) based on netting analysis [21, 22].
Accordingly, the optimal thickness of the composite cylinder
with safety factor (SF) of 1.5 is 3.675 mm (1.5∗pr∗(SF)/X =
1.5 ∗ 1.5 ∗ 4.9 ∗ 500/1500 = 3.675, where X is strength in
fiber direction of adopted material). The numerically solved
optimal thickness for this special case where the contribution
of matrix has been dealt is 3.84 mm. The difference between
netting analysis and numeral solution is only 4.4%, and
the analyzed optimal thicknesses of the three reinforced
patches are less than 1E-4 mm for all cases with and without
uncertainty, that is, very close to analytical solution of
0.0 mm.

5. Analysis Results

The yielding and ultimate strains of SAE4130 are 0.5%
(980/196000) and 5%, and the ultimate strains in fiber
direction of T300/N5208 and T300/Fiberite 934 are 0.829%
(1500/181000) and 0.674% (499/74000), respectively.
Depending on the utilized design rules, that is, elastic design
or plastic design, the allowable strain of SAE4130 may be
less or larger than the ultimate strains of T300/N5208 and
T300/Fiberite 934. Optimal design for both design rules is
carried out to investigate the effect of allowable strain of
SAE4130 on optimal designs.

Equation (11) for continuous side constraints of thick-
ness of each sublaminate is based on the assumption of
continuous design variables. Practically, the thickness of each
sublaminate is discrete, it can only be N (N = 1, 2, . . .)
times of nominal ply thickness (the discrete sublaminate
thicknesses are 0.2 mm, 0.4 mm, . . .). Rounding processes
[20] are often used to obtain the most suitable discrete design
variables after the optimal design has been obtained from
the continuous design variable condition. There are four
rounding processes in MSC/NASTRAN, namely, rounding
up to the nearest discrete design variables, rounding off to the
nearest discrete design variable, conservative discrete design
(CDD), and design of experiments (DOE). The first two
methods require no new analysis but they are too rough for
an accurate design optimization of discrete design variables.
DOE makes use of concept of orthogonal arrays that provide
much more efficient rounding process than CDD for the
cases of large design variables [20]; hence, DOE is used in
the analysis.

Table 3 (for continuous design variable) and Table 4
(for discrete design variable) show the optimal design
variables of 4 uncertainty conditions, that is, no uncertainty
(case 1), only property uncertainties (case 2), only material
uncertainties (case 3), and both property and material
uncertainties (case 4). If plastic design of metallic liner is
utilized, the allowable strain of metallic liner is much larger
than composite material. The optimal weights for ts equals to
0.05 mm, 0.5 mm, 1.0 mm, and 1.5 mm are shown in Table 5
(for continuous design variable) and Table 6 (for discrete
design variable) for case of plastic design. It is found that the
optimal designs are significantly affected by both property
and material uncertainties, and optimal weights increase
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Table 3: Optimal continuous design variables for case of 0.5 mm SAE4130 liner when plastic design of SAE4130 liner is utilized.

Design variable No uncertainty Property uncertainties Material uncertainties Property and material uncertainties

t1 (mm) 1.33 0.81 1.76 1.52

t2 (mm) 0.60 3.02 0.74 3.16

t3 (mm) 6.00 5.99 6.00 6.00

t4 (mm) 4.82 5.99 5.72 6.00

t5 (mm) 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00

θ (deg) 55.5 42.5 53.6 51.7

Table 4: Optimal discrete design variables for case of 0.5 mm SAE4130 liner when plastic design of SAE4130 liner is utilized.

Design variable No uncertainty Property uncertainties Material uncertainties Property and material uncertainties

t1 (mm) 1.40 1.00 1.80 1.60

t2 (mm) 0.60 3.00 0.80 3.20

t3 (mm) 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00

t4 (mm) 5.00 5.80 5.60 6.00

t5 (mm) 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00

θ (deg) 55.5 42.5 53.6 51.7
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Figure 3: Optimal weight versus thickness of SAE4130 liner (plastic
design of SAE4130 liner is utilized).

with uncertainties. The decreasing effect of uncertainties
on optimal weight with increasing ts can also be found.
Smaller ts means larger ratio of composite material to metal,
and the uncertainties of T300/N5208 and T300/Fiberite 934
play more significant role for the whole structure in these
cases. Comparing with their nonuncertainty counterparts,
the optimal weight increases up to 59.94% and 56.19%,
respectively, for continuous design variable and discrete
design variable cases when ts approximates zero. These
values decrease to 24.45% and 24.95% for cases of ts equals
to 1.5 mm. The optimal weight versus ts curve is shown
in Figure 3, and the optimal weight versus uncertainty
curves for the above-mentioned 4 uncertainty conditions are
shown in Figures 4, 5, and 6. The decrease of the optimal
weight with ts implies that sufficiently small ts should be
utilized if it is compatible with the manufacturing process
and the non-leakage constraint. For plastic design case,
the allowable strain of metallic liner is much larger than
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Uncertainty (R = Rt = Rm)
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Figure 4: Optimal weight versus material and ply thickness
uncertainties (plastic design of SAE4130 liner is utilized, continuous
design variables, ply orientation uncertainty equals to 50Rt).

composite material, the composite material is always more
critical than the metallic linear; thicker SAE4130 means more
conservative design for the metallic liner; hence, the optimal
weight increases with the thickness of metallic liner.

For cases of elastic design of SAE4130 where the stress
of SAE4130 must be kept below its yielding stress, the
allowable strain of SAE4130 is less than the allowable strains
of T300/N5200 and T300/Fiberrite 934. The optimal weight
versus ts curve and the optimal weight versus uncertainty
curve are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8, respectively, for
elastic design cases. For larger ts (ts � 0.5 mm), the safety
factor of metallic liner is larger than that of the composite
material; hence, the optimal weight increases with ts. For
cases with very thin metallic liner, the metallic liner is more
critical than the composite material. To assure the safety of
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Table 5: Optimal weights for continuous design variable case when plastic design of SAE4130 liner is utilized.

ts (mm) Uncertainty condition Optimal weight (Kg) Optimal weight with uncertainty/optimal weight without uncertainty (%)

0.05 None 50.75 100%

0.05 Rt = 0.1,Rm = 0.0 63.97 126.05%

0.05 Rt = 0.0,Rm = 0.1 64.11 126.32%

0.05 Rt = 0.1,Rm = 0.1 81.17 159.94%

0.5 None 60.58 100%

0.5 Rt = 0.1,Rm = 0.0 74.54 123.04%

0.5 Rt = 0.0,Rm = 0.1 70.73 116.75%

0.5 Rt = 0.1,Rm = 0.1 90.22 148.92%

1.0 None 77.43 100%

1.0 Rt = 0.1,Rm = 0.0 89.26 115.27%

1.0 Rt = 0.0,Rm = 0.1 87.93 113.56%

1.0 Rt = 0.1,Rm = 0.1 113.14 146.11%

1.5 None 96.56 100%

1.5 Rt = 0.1,Rm = 0.0 106.60 110.40%

1.5 Rt = 0.0,Rm = 0.1 105.31 109.06%

1.5 Rt = 0.1,Rm = 0.1 120.17 124.45%

Rt : ratio of ply thickness uncertainty to ply thickness.
Rm: ratio of material property uncertainty to nominal material property.
Ply orientation uncertainty equals to 50Rt .

Table 6: Optimal weights for discrete design variable case when plastic design of SAE4130 liner is utilized.

ts (mm) Uncertainty condition Optimal weight (Kg) Optimal weight with uncertainty/optimal weight without uncertainty (%)

0.05 None 55.45 100%

0.05 Rt = 0.1,Rm = 0.0 72.69 131.09%

0.05 Rt = 0.0,Rm = 0.1 68.22 123.03%

0.05 Rt = 0.1,Rm = 0.1 86.61 156.19%

0.5 None 61.97 100%

0.5 Rt = 0.1,Rm = 0.0 78.17 126.14%

0.5 Rt = 0.0,Rm = 0.1 72.12 116.37%

0.5 Rt = 0.1,Rm = 0.1 92.24 148.84%

1.0 None 78.52 100%

1.0 Rt = 0.1,Rm = 0.0 90.78 115.61%

1.0 Rt = 0.0,Rm = 0.1 88.71 112.97%

1.0 Rt = 0.1,Rm = 0.1 114.86 146.28%

1.5 None 97.18 100%

1.5 Rt = 0.1,Rm = 0.0 107.37 110.48%

1.5 Rt = 0.0,Rm = 0.1 107.26 110.37%

1.5 Rt = 0.1,Rm = 0.1 121.43 124.95%

Rt : ratio of ply thickness uncertainty to ply thickness.
Rm: ratio of material property uncertainty to nominal material property.
Ply orientation uncertainty equals to 50Rt .

metallic liner for case with thin metallic liner, it is necessary
to enlarge the thickness of composite to reduce the stress
of metallic liner; hence, the optimal weight decreases with
ts if ts < 0.5 mm. The minimal optical weight occurs at
ts = 0.5 mm for case of elastic design.

6. Concluding Remarks

By adding extra terms associated with sensitivities and uncer-
tainties to traditional constraints, the robust optimal design

of composite cylinder with metallic liner subjected to uni-
form pressure and local loading is investigated. Degenerated
simple case is used to verify the effectiveness and accuracy of
the developed analysis method. Ply thickness and orientation
uncertainties and material property uncertainties are found
to have strong effect on the optimal design of composite
cylinder and that the optimal weight increases significantly
with uncertainties is shown as expected. Comparing with
their non-uncertainty counterparts, the most significant
effect of uncertainty among the analyzed examples shows
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Figure 5: Optimal weight versus ply thickness uncertainty (plastic
design of SAE4130 liner is utilized, continuous design variables, ply
orientation uncertainty equals to 50Rt).
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Figure 6: Optimal weight versus material uncertainty (plastic
design of SAE4130 liner is utilized, continuous design variables).

the optimal weights increase up to 59.94% and 56.19%,
respectively, for continuous design variable and discrete
design variable cases. The significant effect of ply thickness,
orientation, and material property uncertainties on optimal
weight is one of main reasons why higher safety factor
is necessary for composite cylinder if effect of uncertainty
is neglected. It is also found that the optimal thickness
of metallic liner is affected by the utilized design rule of
metallic liner. For plastic design, the thickness of metallic
liner should be kept as small as possible for a minimal
weight optimal design provided that manufacturing and
non-leakage constraints can be met. On the contrary the
optimal thickness of metallic liner depends on the relative
ratio of allowable strain of metallic liner and composite
material if elastic design is used.
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Figure 7: Optimal weight versus ply thickness of metal liner (elastic
design of SAE4130 liner is utilized).
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Figure 8: Optimal weight versus material and ply thickness
uncertainties (elastic design of SAE4130 liner is utilized, continuous
design variables, ply orientation uncertainty equals to 50Rt).
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